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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  the jobs of over 30 blind and disabled people are set to go.  Is this a blip or a trend?  And ....

Clip
Football commentary.

White
Bleak World Cup memories for football fans but can our visually impaired national team salvage English pride?  We'll be visiting the World Championships taking place in Hereford later in the programme.

But first, a workshop in South East London, supported with subsidy, is set to close within a year with the loss of 34 jobs amongst visually impaired and other disabled workers.  The company, which has been run for many years by the charity Action for Blind People, makes, amongst other things, packaging for DIY products and had been thought by its workers to be doing well with a busy order book.  Last Friday workers and union representatives demonstrated outside the Royal National Institute for Blind People's headquarters.  The two organisations - RNIB and Action for Blind People - have recently moved closer together and are combining roles and services.  

Mani Djazmi was there for us and talked to some of those threatened with losing their jobs including Paul Berry and Tracy Pierce.

Pierce
I've worked there for over 20 years.  I'm a factory operative and the closure of the factory is devastating to myself and all other blind people because it means that we're going to be unemployed which in a recession is very hard to find employment.  It'll be very difficult.  I've got a mortgage, my own house and your quality of life won't be as good.  Want be able to afford to go on holidays, you'll have to watch your pennies, you know, quite depressing.

Djazmi
What does working at the factory mean to your life?

Pierce
It gives you your independence, it gives you a reason to get up in the morning.  Boosts your morale.  Meeting people while being productive in work gives you a sense of well being, happiness and everything really.

Berry
A lot of our colleagues may even find it almost impossible to get other work.  And this factory, as well as providing them with employment is social life for a lot of people too - this is all they've got really, this will be the only job they're likely to have.

Djazmi
And most of them have worked there for quite a while have they?

Berry
Most people have yeah, some people came from school into these factories.  What Action for Blind People did a few years ago - they put the factory out to tender really, they provide the space and the machinery and a local businessman would bring his work in to do there, that's really a lot of what we've been doing over the past couple of years.

Djazmi
And so why hasn't that been successful because presumably it hasn't because the factory's still being closed down?

Berry
I'm not really sure why that hasn't been a success, that would be something we'd have to take up with Action for Blind People.  We've always been busy, we thought it was being a success.

Djazmi
What would you do if the worst comes the worst and the factory's closed down?

Berry
I don't know, I really don't, I don't know where we'll be a year from now.

White
Well listening to those interviews with me was Joe Mann, who's the Deputy General Secretary of the Community Union and the National Secretary responsible for the National League of the Blind and Disabled People organisations.  I asked Joe if there was a problem with the viability of the factory.

Mann
I would argue that there isn't.  As a consequence of this being run by a charity the vast majority of the supported factories around the country are run by local authorities of course and there's the Remploy factories, both of which sides of the sector are funded in completely different ways.  Now this factory is one of the very few remaining factories which is run by a charity and people give money to a charity to support blind and visually impaired people and I would think that people would be very happy if the charity was spending money on direct employment for visually impaired and blind people which it's doing with this factory, it's an excellent demonstration of the object of the organisation.

White
But are you actually saying that it can't therefore pay for itself ...

Mann
Not necessarily.

White
... it has to be subsidised by ...

Mann
No I'm not, I've argued for a number of years that these factories, all of them, need to work towards certainly operating at break even, they all receive about £4,800 a head from the Department of Work and Pensions and many of them, including this one, have top up funding from the local authorities around and about the factory.  But if they're managed properly then I don't see any reason why these factories can't move towards breakeven, in terms of finance or certainly put themselves in a better position than this one is at the moment.

White
There are quite a number of local authority supported employment places around, there are some charity ones as well, are any of them making a profit?

Mann
Some have made profits.  I think as long as the local authority ones are moving towards breakeven and at no cost to the local community then I think that's a proud position to be in.  Our people have never asked for charity in that sense, they do want to work and to make that contribution.  Certainly factories in the past - I think our flagship factory in Glasgow is one of them, have moved past breakeven in some years and have done exceedingly well for their local community in that sense.  So it is doable.  So a lot of factories have moved towards this - Newham did for a while, the Wigan factory certainly a few years back was in surplus.  It can happen.  The Birmingham factory - I could roll off a number that have been managed well enough and have had the support from the local authority in terms of work, which is the key, to actually ensure that they don't run at huge deficits.

White
How difficult will quite a lot of the people who are working there now find it to get other jobs?

Mann
Many of them have been there all of their lives and it's going to be almost impossible and I think we've already heard that Action for Blind People are looking at alternatives.  I'm sceptical about what they're looking at, they're saying that they're approaching another sheltered factory which they've sent some of our people over there but that is very short term, they're looking at middle of next year - jobs till the middle of next year.  Now that isn't long term, it actually moves the problem away from Action for Blind People and RNIB to somewhere else, we're not happy about that.  Given the right support it's possible that some of them may be able to but I think my own personal knowledge of our members concerned are that there are some very vulnerable people there, some very severely disabled people and it's going to be very difficult to actually achieve that.  And I think as a consequence of that we need to focus all energies on persuading Action for Blind People and RNIB to think again about this closure.

White
There's a year to go before it actually closes, can it be saved?

Mann
Yes, well we think providing that dialogue takes place and there's no reason why it shouldn't.  Certainly with the right support from RNIB here the jobs of these people could be saved.  It's actually quite untenable to have visually impaired and blind charities actually putting visually impaired and blind people into unemployment when they can do something different.

White
Joe Mann.  Well Stephen Remmington is the Chief Executive of Action for Blind People, which has run this workshop, as I've said, for many years.  Stephen is there really no alternative to this, I mean there does seem something, as Joe Mann was saying, inappropriate about a charity there to represent blind and partially sighted people putting them out of work?

Remmington
Well I think the first thing to say Peter is that there is no one sadder than I am that we have reached this position.  Joe and indeed Paul and Tracy, whom you spoke to earlier, know perfectly well that both I personally and the trustees of Action for Blind People have supported our factory at Verney Road over many years, through very difficult times and indeed we have heavily subsidised it.  Joe refers to some factories which have been more successful financially.  What he doesn't refer to is a very large number that have also closed down.  

White
But this does have DWP subsidy and some local authority subsidy, why does it have to close now?

Remmington
The subsidies that we receive actually - which are very much valued, they do, as Joe said, include subsidy from the local authorities and from DWP, but in fact if you take the aggregate of all the employment costs - that's the wages and the national insurance and pensions - those subsidies do not cover those costs.  So naturally we have to meet that balance.  We also have to meet all of the costs of the buildings, which are very extensive, we're now operating in a building which is much too large for the purpose that it was originally intended for.  So I think your question, Peter, is this an irreversible decision - in terms of the present operation being able to continue at a subsidy of over £500,000 a year of charitable funds, that's in addition to the state subsidy which you've mentioned through DWP and the local authorities, we're not able to continue on that basis.

White
But why now?  People are bound to look at the merger, although you don't like calling it a merger, but the coming together of the two organisations - RNIB/Action for Blind People - there have been other services that you've had to close, people are bound to ask - is this something that you've basically cooked up between you?

Remmington
No, it absolutely is not.  This has been coming for a long time I fear.  And indeed if you had talked to practically anyone working on the factory floor over the past few years they themselves would have said they can't see how it's going to continue, they have often said to me surely we're going to close down soon.

White
But Paul was saying they've got - they're busy, they've got full order books.

Remmington
Well it's great that people are kept occupied but the fact of the matter is that the arrangements which we made around what we call an anchor tenant, an external businessman, have not delivered any share of profits to Action for Blind People since the middle of 2009.  So there may have been some activity but there's not been profitable activity.  We opened up conversations with the whole of our workforce and with the union, and Joe Mann himself was present at the meeting, when in November 2009 I stood before the whole of our factory team and said that we had with enormous regret reached the decision that we couldn't continue the present operations from July 2011 onwards, that's some 20 months notice.  Now ever since then we've been seeking to engage with the workforce and with community on their behalf to see what positive alternatives we could find.  We've pledged ourselves to try to achieve and to work with Community and each individual to achieve the best possible outcome for them out of this very sad situation.

White
That's the union - Community?

Remmington
Community is the union yes.  To reach the very best possible outcome for every individual in a situation that none of us wanted.

White
Is there any chance of saving Verney Road in the next year?

Remmington
Well I think this misses the point and this is why I wish Community, if I may use your programme to say to Community, for heaven's sake stop concentrating on whether this decision can be reversed.  It's an uneconomic model.  We're working with declining numbers of employees in a space which is now too large, in a market which is no longer viable.  Let us look to the future, but let us join hands and do it together.

White
Stephen Remmington, thank you very much indeed.

Well it seems you can't move from major visually impaired sporting events taking place this week.  In Northampton the World Blind Golf Championships concluded today with the British Open taking place at the same venue on Thursday and Friday.  Mani will be bringing us a report on that next week.  Meanwhile in Hereford it's day four of the World Blind Football Championships with England bidding to salvage some national pride after the debacle of their sighted counterparts in South Africa.  And with former professional Exeter City goalkeeper, Dan James, between the sticks and the veteran captain Dave Clarke with a 111 caps and 108 goals to his name, they were preparing for their first group game with opponents Spain last Saturday.  Tony Shearman reports from the opening day, where it sounds more like Havana than Hereford.

Championship announcement

Shearman
Well the opening ceremony is well under way and we're lucky enough to be joined by two of the England players just hours before their first group game against Spain.  Alongside me is the goalkeeper Dan James, you're actually the only sighted player in the squad as the goalkeeper, tell us about your role.

James
I'm constantly talking all the time to the players because the information I give is really important.  It's making sure that they're cutting the ball out and knowing where they are on the pitch so they can do their thing in terms of picking up the ball, switching the ball.  If I can see that the players are marked and it's not a good pass or there's an option for a player to pick the ball up and receive it then I'll be giving that information to the players so they can make their decisions.  I kind of see it as a little bit of a game of chess really in terms of moving the pieces around the pitch.

Game actuality

And then obviously with that comes the goalkeeping side of things as well.  It's a smaller goal, so a lot more sort of feet are used.  It's more reactions really.  

Shearman
Well while Dan is stopping the goals the man on my left will be trying to score them.  This is Dave Clarke, who's the captain, the veteran captain at the age of 39.  Now Dave the last time we met was 11 years ago in Portugal at the European Championships, you were captain then, you're still captain now.

Clarke
Yeah delighted to be back after Beijing Paralympics and it's amazing to see where we've come from since then back in 1999, that was the first time we managed to get ourselves into a European final, we were well beaten by Spain at the time but if you look at what we had then, we were having to borrow kits from sports companies, we were paying for our own travel through charitable donations, we had no central body recognition.  Whereas now we've got our own football academy, we've got our own stadium, we've got a development squad and in terms of the backroom staff we've got sports scientists who are in touch with us on a weekly basis, physio, doctors, three coaches - the whole thing has changed dramatically, positively for blind football.

Shearman
And you face Spain in your first group game today, can you actually do what the sighted counterparts couldn't do in the World Cup, can you actually win this World Cup for England?

Clarke
I think we can win the World Cup, I mean we've got a great setting to do it in, I mean we have to recognise that there are teams that are probably technically better than we are in terms of Argentina, Brazil and China but we've got a reasonable group - that's not to say an easy group.  Spain, you know a great example, five times European champions and everyone's expecting us to just walk over them in the opener.  We're on home territory and what we need to do this afternoon is own the pitch and take the victory.

Shearman
It was a nervous opening for both teams and as the whistle blew the heavens opened, making conditions very tricky for the players.

Spain demonstrated their skills straight away with excellent dribbling and a close attempt on goal.  This showed the crowd what a tough opponent the home team were facing.  John Gribbin, picked as the man to watch for the home team, showed some fantastic footwork as the England team pushed forward in the first half.

The England defence worked hard to keep Spain out and even created an opportunity from the back.  The Spanish fought hard for that elusive opening and really made Dan James sweat in the England goal.  As the clock ticked towards half time the players upped their games desperately fighting for that first goal.  But both the English and Spanish defenders also worked hard to keep the score line nil-nil.

So half time, and it's England nil, Spain nil.  A game of very few chances.  So as the rain continues to pour down let's hear from the man who brought this tournament together, that's tournament director John Dutton.

Dutton
It's a huge event for Hereford, it's a real coup for them to have an event that's a direct qualifier for the Paralympics on their back door.  We've got 10 fantastic countries.  So yeah it should be a fantastic event.

Shearman
Tell us about some of the teams that are taking part.

Dutton
Group B is incredibly strong.  It features the reigning Paralympic champions Brazil, the group World champions Argentina.  The team probably up and coming in terms of China, the finalists from Beijing.  Also the European champions.  So England seem to have got away lightly in the draw - the opening game against Spain should, in theory, be their toughest match but they're probably the favourites of those six teams to win the championships.

Shearman
South America seem to dominate this event, why is that do you think?

Dutton
I just think it's the culture in South America.  The governments have invested lots of money, they have targeted blind and visually impaired football as a real strength and Argentina and Brazil, as you've absolutely said Tony, really do dominate the world scene.

Shearman
And Brazil I believe are almost professional players aren't they?

Dutton
They are yes, I mean they've been here on a training camp with Manchester City Council for round about 10 days in advance of this competition.  All of the players are professional players and once again it just shows the enthusiasm, the appetite, in South America to make sure that their teams are well prepared and do exceptionally well.

Shearman
So into the second half and Spain took control and continued with some great attempts on goal, trying to break down the strong England defence.  The England keeper Dan James produced two magnificent penalty saves to keep the score line at nil-nil but Spain kept pushing forward.  It was going to take some real magic for either side to break the stalemate and it came with just eight seconds to go from Spain's Alfredo Cuadrado, ending the game England nil - Spain one.

Larkin
It's been obviously a disappointed for us in the sense that there was about eight seconds to go.  It was quite nerve wracking for some of the players, they wanted to do so well and we didn't relax enough on the ball.  But it's a fantastic occasion, you know this next eight days is really going to raise the profile of blind football throughout the UK.

White
Ole.  England manager Tony Larkin ending that report by Tony Shearman on the World Blind Football Championships.  There was better news for the England camp yesterday as they beat South Korea two goals to one, in their second group game with goals from Jonathan Gribbin and the prolific Dave Clarke.  I'm assuming someone else has already called them the Dave Clarke 11.  More news about them next week, along with the golf.

We welcome your ideas about anything you've heard in the programme.  You can call us on 0800 044 044 or e-mail us at bbc.co.uk/radio4 and then go to In Touch.  And there's a podcast of the programme from tomorrow.

From me, Peter White, producer Kathleen Griffin and the team, goodbye.



